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Underwriting
Important Note Regarding Americo’s 
Underwriting Standards

The following information is a subset of Americo’s underwriting 
guidelines and does not reflect the full underwriting standards of 
Americo. Because Americo’s underwriting guidelines are extensive 
and cannot be condensed for practical field use, this information 
provides a list of common factors for agent consideration when 
screening clients for Americo products. The information provided 
is to assist you in understanding the guidelines used by Americo 
when reviewing applications. These are guidelines only. Each case 
underwritten by Americo is unique and all factors from all sources 
are taken into consideration before a final underwriting decision 
is made. Each application is reviewed based on the circumstances 
and conditions contained therein and may involve additional 
requirements. The underwriting staff at Americo reserves the 
right to deviate from these guidelines as may be appropriate for the 
proper underwriting of any case. This information and the full 
underwriting guidelines used by Americo are subject to change.
 
Insurable Interest

The first step in assessing life insurance risk is establishing 
insurable interest, which must be determined before the life 
insurance policy is approved. An insurable interest exists 
when the Owner (sometimes referred to as the Applicant) is 
likely to suffer some financial loss or detriment if the Insured 
dies. 

Most often, life insurance contracts are written naming the 
Insured as the Owner of their own policy. In this situation, 
the Insured is said to have an unlimited insurable interest 
in their own life. Other close personal relationships may 
also have an insurable interest in the life of the Insured 
and are able to apply for and own life insurance on another 
individual. Some of these personal relationships include:

	î Spouse
	î Parent (of minor children)
	î Child, Brother, or Sister (in some circumstances)
	î Grandparents (with parent permission)
	î Legal Guardian and Conservator (with accompanying 

court documentation)

Certain Business and Financial relationships may represent 
special instances of limited insurable interest as well. The 
purpose of the insurance may also be accomplished by the 
way the beneficiary designation is written. 

Some examples of these situations are:

	î Creditor (the amount of insurance must not exceed 
the indebtedness)

	î Key Person (the general rule for the amount of 
insurance is no more than five times the Proposed 
Insured’s annual income)

	î Principal stockholders
	î Employer to key employee
	î Business partnerships

Ownership in all cases must be prudent and reasonable. 
Examples of questionable ownership would be:

	î Application requests owner to be the parent of an 
adult, married, Proposed Insured without reasonable 
explanation.

	î Applicant requests owner to be the adult child 
of an adult Proposed Insured without reasonable 
explanation.

If proper insurable interest has been established, beneficiary 
designations on the application are generally acceptable 
as written. Usually, if the Insured is the Owner of their 
own policy, they are free to name a beneficiary with few 
restrictions. Please contact Underwriting if you have 
questions.

Plan Eligibility
Eligibility will be determined by a number of factors. Among 
them are the applicant’s prescription and MIB Database 
histories, answers to the application questions, and previous 
Americo application information. 

Health Changes Underwriting
Any change in the health of the proposed insured that 
occurs after the original application date, but before coverage 
becomes effective, must be reported to Americo. Provide 
detailed information regarding the health change directly to 
Underwriting through the Agent Contact Center. 

Medical Check-Ups
Whether the medical check-up is for periodic wellness exams 
or symptomatic in nature, it is important to provide complete 
details on the application. You should list the reason for 
the exam, date, and results of the check-up for all proposed 
insureds. Always provide the name, address, and telephone 
number of the attending physician or medical facility. If there 
is a patient identification number such as a Kaiser Permanente 
number, please include that information on the application  
as well. 

Military Guidelines
If deployment orders are pending, or have been received 
(verbal or written), please indicate and supply the location of 
the next duty site for underwriting consideration. 

Please note, agents are not permitted to sell Americo 
products on military bases. In the event of any future 
military conflict, these guidelines may be discontinued. 
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Foreign Nationals and Foreign Travel
Coverage is not available for foreign nationals visiting, those 
temporarily residing in the United States, or individuals 
not residing legally in the United States. Consideration 
may be given to non-citizens who have established legal, 
permanent residency in the United States and are applying 
for citizenship. One of the following documents must be 
submitted with the application. No exceptions will be 
made.

	î Copy of the applicant’s Green Card or Permanent Visa 
(B1 - B2 Visas not acceptable)

	î Copy of U.S. Citizenship and immigration Services 
Form I-551

Underwriting reserves the right to use any and all information 
developed in making a determination of eligibility under 
these guidelines. 

Foreign Residence and Travel – United States citizens making 
short trips (4 weeks or less) out of the country for business, 
pleasure, or educational purposes are usually acceptable risks, 
depending on their destination. Please complete a Foreign 
National and Foreign Travel Questionnaire for applicants who 
anticipate future foreign travel and submit it at the time of 
application. The Foreign Travel Questionnaire is not required 
in all states. Please contact your underwriter to determine 
which states do not require this information and form.                 

Underwriting Advantages
	î Clean applications are typically issued in a couple of 

days. 	
	î Underwriting decisions are based on medical questions 

on the application, an MIB, and prescription drug 
check. No parameds, no blood, no urine, no APS…no 
hassle.	

	î On face amounts over $250,000, agent collected saliva 
is required. This is a simple requirement fulfilled easily 
at the point of sale. 

Medical Requirements

Amounts All Issue Ages

$25,000-250,000 Non-medical*

$250,001-400,000 Agent Collected Saliva

*Maine Residents: Agent-collected saliva required.

Non-Medical 
It is important to secure an accurate medical history, asking 
all health questions and providing the answers in the space 
provided on the application. In every case, please provide 

the name, address, and telephone number of the applicant’s 
personal physician plus the date, reason, and results of the last 
check-up.

Medical History Questions
Read the instructions for the Medical Questions in Section 7 
very carefully.  

Questions 1a and b are the Nicotine History questions:
	î These have been written to allow the Proposed 

Insured to identify their current and past Nicotine use. 
	î Any use identified by a check box entry should be 

quoted Nicotine rates. 
	î If the “No nicotine products” check box is checked, 

Non-Nicotine rates may be quoted.

Questions 2 through 3j are ‘knock-out’ health questions. 
	î Any “Yes” answer identifies the Proposed Insured 

as ineligible for coverage under HMS Plus plans. 
However, your client may be eligible for coverage 
under another Americo plan.

Questions 4 through 13 and Section 8 are general health 
questions: 

	î If the initial question is answered “No”, none of the 
additional information, or drill down questions, 
located below require completion. 

	î If the initial question is answered “Yes”, then all drill 
downs for that question are required.

The need for specialized medical questionnaires has been 
eliminated, except in a few instances. The questions on the 
application are sufficient for underwriting known risk factors. 
If additional information is obtained from 3rd party sources 
(as mentioned above) that information will be obtained in the 
most efficient way possible. If a specialized form is required, 
you will be given specific direction on the application.

  
Agent Collected Saliva
The saliva specimen is collected by the agent during the sale. 
The process is simple:

	î You must complete a brief training and obtain your 
certification. Please go to www.salivatraining.com. The  
entire process should take only 10 minutes. 

	î The specimen is collected by you and sent to the lab in 
a special postage-paid envelope provided in the saliva 
kit.

	î To order your saliva kits or ask any questions regarding 
the process, please contact Clinical Reference 
Laboratory (CRL) at ilscskits@crlcorp. When ordering 
saliva kits, include your name, address, phone number, 
and indicate you are with Americo. Once the order is 
placed, CRL will send an email confirmation.


